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Abstract

This report describes research into the nature of the interfacial region in concrete. The
characteristics of the paste-aggregate interfaces found in concrete may, more than any other
single factor, influence the long-term performance of the material. The interracial region
considered more porous than the paste itself, could act both as a localized "weakness"
where fractures are initiated, and as an avenue of attack for aggressive chemical agents.

Computer simulations of particle packing against an aggregate surface demonstrate that it is
the efficiency by which particles pack against the aggregate during mixing which influences
the nature and strength of the interfacial region which develops over time. Furthermore,
simulation results suggest that the degree of flocculation and the intensity of mixing are not
entirely independent variables.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), thin section, and mercury-porosimetry evaluations of
a series of pastes and mortars made with half the volume of the paste replaced with silica
sand confirmed the belief that mortars contain zones of enhanced interracial porosity.
Mixes made with Class C fly ash were the only exceptions where interracial porosity was
nearly non-existent. Data also suggests that air permeability may be directly related to the
presence of larger pores -200 nm (200 A) rather than the smaller paste pores -20 nm (200
._). Finally, it was observed that differences in interfacial and paste porosities became less
significant at longer curing times.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The interfacial region which develops around both fine and coarse aggregate in concrete

has been the object of extensive research. To date, it has been demonstrated that the interracial

region has a finite thickness and enhanced porosity. As such, it is often referred to as the

weakest part of concrete, where fractures are initiated, and as an avenue of attack for corrosive

chemical agents.

The present report details the results of SHRP-funded research into the nature of the

interfacial region in concrete. The study was divided into three parts: a literature review,

computer simulation of particle packing at an interface, and experiments designed to explore

the effect of interracial porosity on microstructure and permeability.

Computer simulation of packing at an aggregate surface was undertaken to show the

effect of four variable parameters on interfacial porosity profiles: original particle density

(which we are equating with w/c), travel distance of particles to the surface of the aggregate,

sticking probability (tendency of particles to flocculate), and amplitude of particle motion

(assumed to be related to energy of mixing).

In all cases, simulations demonstrated that interface porosity decreased from nearly

100% directly at the interface to that of the bulk paste at 2 to 3 particle diameters. It is evident

that, more than any other factor, the initial packing of the cement particles against the

aggregate which occurs during mixing dictates the character of the interracial zone which

develops over the life of the concrete.

Flocculation was found to be the single most significant variable. Highly flocculated

systems produced very porous interfaces. If flocculation was reduced, packing became more

efficient and lower interfacial porosities were achieved. It was also found that amplitude of

motion, which we equate with energy of mixing, was not an entirely independent variable. For

example, if the tendency to flocculate was high, gentle mixing was found to lead to better

packing and a less porous interface. If, on the other hand, flocculation was low (in a real

system this could be the result of using a superplasticizer), then vigorous mixing was observed

to produce better packing. Thickness of the water film surrounding the aggregate (travel

distance) was found to have little effect. And finally, the original density of particles used in

the simulation (w/c) was found to have no effect.

The experimental program was divided into a number of parts. _e first dealt with the

most efficient way of examining interfaces. After initial attempts at characterizing actual
Q

concrete samples failed, so called "engineered" samples were prepared. In this case, a

rectangular block of limestone or quartzite was actually mixed with a large batch of concrete

and then placed in a mold and filled with sand-containlng paste screened from the concrete.

After curing in lime water, these samples were cut and examined with the SEM and
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petrographic microscope. Complex interfacial zones were obvious with both aggregate: types.

When silica i_Ime and Class C fly ash were added to the concrete, these zones ,_re much reduced

in size. Although this method was an improvement over examining actual concrete specimens,

the engineered samples tended to be very' :susceptible to drying shrinkage---cracks were seen to

develop along the interface.

As a result, it was decided to study interfaces in a more indirect fashion. It was

hypothesized that if 1/2 of the volume of paste was replaced by quartz sand l_having zero

porosity), any interface porosity associated with the sand surfaces would show up as a

measured positive deviation (microstructure, Hg-porosimetry, air permeability) to the baseline

paste values.

Four paste and mortar samples were prepared. One was an OPC, while others contained

fly ash (F, C) or condensed silica fume. Volumes of components were calculated using measured

densities. Characteristics of each pair of :rumples on a given day were detenmned using the

SEM, fluorescent microscopy, Hg-poros_letry, and air permeability. These studies resulted in

the following general observations.

In all cases, with the possible exception of the Class C and silica fume-containing

samples, interracial porosity was signiflcarifly higher than surrounding bulk paste porosities.

As the original interfacial porosity filled with hydration products, the porosity of the sample

decreased. In a mortar or concrete, the concentration of the hydration products are

presumably lower in the interfacial region, because more space must be filled. Additionally,

due to the nature of the hydration reaction which produces excess lime, the interfacia[ region

may also provide both space and nucleation sites for Ca(OH)2 crystals to grow.

As a result, this zone may be more sensitive to effects of carbonation and drying. For

example, our studies have shown that sand-paste interfaces are often cracked, contain

carbonate and eroded due to polishing. Hg-poroslmetry and air permeability results confirmed

higher than expected values in early age mortar samples when compared to pure paste samples.

In addition, air permeability data sugge-c_ted that permeability in the mortar ,_amples was

directly related to the number of -200 r_n_(2000 AJinterfacial pores present in the mortar. The

pastes tended to contain relatively few such pores. The pastes normally contained 20 nm

(200AJ pores. The mortars, on the other ihand, were dominated by 200 nm or larger pores

associated with interfaces. Finally, it was demonstrated that differences in tnterfaclal and

paste porosities became less significant at longer curing times.

The most significant result of the report is the finding that mixing may be an important

variable in determining interface characteristics. Unfortunately, this aspect of the work was

not examined experimentally. It is, howe_er, an area where future work could take place if

funding became available.
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INTRODUCTION

The nature of the contact between cement paste and aggregate flarge and .¢mall) which

occurs in mortar and concrete has been and still remains somewhat of an enigma. Various

groups and individuals have studied the interracial regions and observed a number of

interesting phenomena. For example, the transition in physical properties one observes as

one crosses an aggregate-paste boundary is not a sharp discontinuity, but a gradual one.

The so-called "Aureole de transition" (transition zone) has both a real extent and thickness,

and as such it can be considered as a separate entity having discrete intrinsic properties,

properties which impact on the performance of mortars and concrete.

Farran (1) was among the first to note that the interface formed between aggregate and

'_ulk" cement paste was not sharp, and that the cement paste in contact with the a_m'egate

differed from the '_ulk" cement paste. Barnes et al. (2,3) and more recently Yuan and Odler

(4) and Yuan and Guo (5) found evidence of a duplex-film consisting of 2-3 Ixm of rna._s_e

orientated Ca(OH) 2 plus a thin layer of "hair-brush" C-S-H occurring at the interface.

Langton and Roy (6) found a similar duplex film for non-reactive aggregates, and as many

as four interfacial layers for reactive aggregates. However, Struble and Mindess (7) and

Struble (8), suggested that a duplex film did not exist in all cases, although a layer ofweU

oriented Ca(OH) 2 did. Recently, Zhang et al. (9), Maso (10}, and Javelas et al. (11),

demonstrated that a small layer of C-S-H was present between the aggregate and the

massive Ca(OH) 2 layer directly adjacent to the aggregate. As more attention was focused

upon the interfacial region, Perrin et al. (12), Maso (10), Monteiro et al. (13), Pinchin and

Tabor (14), Ollivier and Grandet (15) and Carles-Gibergues and Grandet (16), demonstrated

that the interracial region was on the order of 40-50 gm wide and contained porosity and

Ca(OH) 2 concentration gradients. Grandet and Onivier (17) further demonstrated that the

width of the transition zone increased with increasing w/c ratio (20 _ at 0.25 and 50 _ at

0.33).

Perhaps the most common thread in all of these models is the ubiquitous occurrence

of oriented Ca(OH) 2 at interfaces (2-4,7,8,16,18-23). In addition, the Ca(OH) 2 is also observed

to gradually decrease in concentration and orientation with distance from the aggregate

surface into the cement paste. It has been suggested by Zimbelmann (24,25) and Chatterji

and Jeffery (26) that this variation in Ca(OH) 2 content and orientation may be a function of

the void space that is available at the interface for precipitation of Ca(OH) 2. Zimbelmann

suggests that the size of the water fllrr, present around the hydrating cement particles plays

a major role in preventing efficient packing at the interface. This phenomenon results in a

greater percentage of void space directly adjacent to the aggregate surface which is then

filled by preciI_itating Ca(OH) 2. The idea of reducing the size of the film and thus increasing
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bond strength by reducing initial porosity' Thas been tested by Maso (10) and Wu et al. (27)

resulting in improved bonding as the film size was reduced. The ability to pack against an

interface has been modeled by Maksimov _[28). He has shown that a larger percentage of the

porosity occurs at the interface as a result of inefficient packing. Papers by _k:rger et al.

(18), and by Stucke and MaJumclar (19) m_gest that very dense Ca(OH) 2 may actually

enhance bonding since fracture is not co:a_ined to the interface itself, but occurs in the

transition zone (20,29). This is seemingly in agreement with measurements _T._de across

the interface which show that the cement paste microhardness near the aggregate is larger

than that of the bulk cement paste itself (30). Various researchers have observed that, with

the possible exception of aggregates composed primarily of CaCO 3, bond strength is not

generally affected by the nature of the aggregate (26,31). In the case of CaCO3.-based

aggregates, strength is usually unexplalrm'bly high. Yuan and Guo (5) suggest that increased

bond strength may be due to the conversion of calcite to C,a(OH)2 at the Interface as the

calcite dissolves in alkaline solutions, or as a consequence of the reaction of calcite wlth

calcium alumlnate hydrate to form a carboaluminate hydrate (3CaO.AI203.CaCO 3.11H:)O)

(4,5,21,32). Farran (1) suggests epita_l _rowth of Ca(OI-I)2 on the calcite aggregate. This

phenomenon suggests that reactivity of tJbe aggregate might in some cases play a role in

bonding. Results for silicate aggregates _re less definitive, but reactivity has been observed

when the concrete was formulated with a quartzite aggregate (33).

Studies of surface roughness versus bond strength suggest a direct correlation of

strength to surface roughness (5,34,35). Perry and Gillott used marbles whose surfaces were

roughened in a ball mill to test this hypothesis and found that compressive strength of

concrete made with the marble aggregate exhibited a similar relationship (36). Alexander

and Wardlaw (37) have shown a direct reitationship ofbond strength to t_he log of the

aggregate surface area awilable for boncll1_g. Results by Monteiro et al. (38), and Grandet

and OUivier (32), have also demonstrated similar relationships.

Effects of additives on the transition zone are mixed (39). High surface area (use of

condensed silica fume) removes water from the matrix, generally reducing film size and as

a result the size of the transition zone. Pcz,,zolans tend to reduce the percentage and

orientation of Ca(OH) 2 in the transition zone and also its width (i 6,26). Slag, on the other

hand, increased the size of the transition 2_ne (39). In addition to Ca(OH) 2, ettringite was

also observed in the transition zone (40-4:_-).

Even with all of this information, the mechar, isms by which the interface forms and

the actual contribution of the Interracial zone to the physical and mechanical propert3es of

mortars and concrete are still not clearly l._solved. The present study of the interface in

mortars and concrete was initiated in order to address these shortfalls in our
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understanding of the interfacial region, Details of the four-part study of the transition

zone are given below.
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L INTF.,RFAC_ SIMULATION MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The origins of the interfacial zone which develops between cement paste and aggregate

in concrete can be visualiTed as a two-step process. During the mixing of concrete,

mlcrometer-sized cement particles are brought into contact with the surfaces of both fine

and coarse aggregate. Transport can occur either through air or a thin film of water. Once

initial packing has taken place, subsequent chemical reactions occur between the cement

particles and the surrounding water which ultimately fill the interparticle voids with

hydration products.

To date most of the experimental work reported in the literature has been descriptive,

concentrating on exploring changes in bulk chemistry and porosity across the interfacial

zone. Although this work is important, we feel that the observations are merely a

reflection of the efficiency of the initial packing of cement particles against aggregate

surfaces. Thus a knowledge of how particles pack against surfaces could be quite valuable

to the cement chemist both in terms of explaining already documented material as well as a

design aid to produce a better concrete.

Traditionany, an experimental approach has been used to examine the geometrical

aspects of random packing (1-6). For example, using mathematical modeling and

experlments_ it has recently been shown that denser packing of cements, sand and

aggregate led to improved workability, and a stronger, less pe1'_eable concrete (7,8). As

powerful as the method is, comprehensive investigations were often not practical because

the experiments were tedious and time-consumlng. However, in the last two decades,

computer simulation has become more and more of an attractive alternative (9-21). The

entire range of packing problems, including the packing of particles against surfaces have

been studied using such simulations.

It has been a long-held belief that, in composite materials such as concrete, porosity

near the interface between different phases, e.g, cement paste and aggregate, is higher than

that in the bulk material Therefore, the higher porosity in the interfacial region is often

viewed as detrimental. The high porosity near an interface between cement paste and

aggregate has been quantified by using advanced image analysis techniques (22). However,

using experimental means alone, one is not able to identify the cause of the higher porosity

near the interface. It can only be postulated that the local packing of cement particles near

the surface of the aggregate is poor (23).
%

As we report below, by using computer simulations, one can run numerous

experiments in a r_latively short time and in this way easily display the build-up of high
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porosities near a surface, porosities which can be attributed to the so-called wall effect {11).

Recently, G_ and Bentz used such an approach to investigate the c_nent pas_te-

aggregate interfacial zone in concrete (24).

The problem associated w_th using a computer simulation is how ac._urately it simulates

a real process. All of the existing sJ_nulatJon methods invariably invohre sequen_tial addition

of particles to an existing accumulation of particles. Normally, there is 11o interaction

between particles. Programs of thls _pe neglect phenomena such as fla,_ulation,

agglomeration, and clustering. For _mple, cement paste is always flocculated urLless it is

batched with an effective dlspersant (:23), and even in this instance, flocculation is not

entirely eliminated. Our simulation is sllghfly different in that it was designed to emulate

simultaneous packing of a large nun_ber of particles. Therefore particle interactions could be

build into the program. The degree of agglomeration is controlled by a user-deflnable

parameter, referred to as sticking probability. It is worth noting that out computer program is

more appropriate to model physical mecha_1-crns (packing of hard spheres) rather than

chemical mechanisms de_lJng with hydration and the development of pore structures. At

early stages, al_er water and solid are :mixed, other than surface protonation (Ca ++ = 2H+), no

significant chemical reaction occurs (25,26). Therefore, the initial Packing of cement

particles against the surface of aggregates can be considered to be mainly a physic_d process

resulting from the mlxing of dry ingx'edients with water.

For the purpose of this report, we are assuming that the aggregate is moist and that

cement particle transport occurs through a thin film of water adhering to the aggregate

surface. Depending on surface charges, the cement particles will experience different

degrees of flocculation as they move toward the aggregate surface.

The foUowing sections contain a description of the simulation" a_gorithm and[ a series

of simulated interfacial pore structu:n._s illustrating the effect of four variables, initial

particle density, sticking probability, _nplitude of motion and distance to aggregate

surface, on interfacial porosity.

Discussions will focus on the plhysical interpretations of the generated interface

porosity profiles and other phenomerul observed in the simulations. For example, one set

of simulations suggests that a concrete which exhibits a large degree of flocculation would

benefit from very gentle rather than _orous mixing. In this instance, gentle mixing

apparently leads to better packing and lower porosity at the interface.

SIMULATION AL_R/M

The program is written in C language and will run on an IBM or compatible w_th an

EGA graphics adaptor. The buildup d' particles at the interface can be followed by watching
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the monitor screen (see Figure 1). The bottom llne in this figure represents the aggregate

surface, and cement particles are represented by spheres of equal of unequal sizes. The

diameter and, ff any, the distribution of sphere size, are user-definable. In this instance,

" they are all 12 pixels ° in diameter. Particles generated by the computer are placed at

random In a rectangular area at a user-definable distance above the bottom line (aggregate).

The size of the rectangular area and the original packing density are also user-definable. In

this instance, the size of the rectangular area has been fixed at 640 x 150 pixels and packing

density was varied, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. Particles can be generated set by set or all at

once. The next set of particles will be generated when the previous set of particles have

settled at the interface. The total number of sets of particles is user-definable. In this

instance we have used a single set of particles. The initial packing density can be viewed as

a volume-defined water/cement (w/c) ratio. The 0.4 simulation contains 40 volume%

spheres and 60 volume% void (water filled). The distance to the interface can be viewed as

the thickness of the water film surrounding the aggregate. We are assuming that surface

active agents such as superplasticizers reduce surface tension and the thickness of the

water film. In order to emulate this difference, the distance to the interface was alternately

set at 50 and 200 ptxels.

Particles move towards the bottom lIne at random. Particles are not allowed to move

upward. This limitation can be considered to simulate compaction associated with any

form of particle packing. It can be referred to as directed randomness (27). Alternatively

we could have chosen another method used In some random aggregation simulations (28):

if a randomly moving particle moves too far away from the surface, it is replaced by a re-

generated particle. We chose the directed randomness method because it seemed more

reali.ctic. Suspended cement particles come in contact with aggregate surfaces during

mixing. The aggregate is usually wet before the addition of the cement powder. As a result

there exists a discrete water film through which the cement particles must move. Most

mixers use circular motion of some sort to aid in the mixing process. The large aggregate

tends to pack together, held in place by centrifugal motion and gravity, the paste tends to

flow around the large aggregate. We have assumed that mixing, predominantly shearing,

imparts enough energy to the cement particles so that they are directed towards the

aggregate surface, penetrate the water film, and eventually pack against the aggregate.

Therefore, the randomness of movement simulated by the computer does not represent any

_" specific mechanism associated with Brownian movement. Another reason for choosing

*A pixel is the smaJlest spot a computer is able to define. Our monitor screen is 640 pixels wide and
350 plxels high.
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Figure 1. Computer monitor screen showing various components of the simulation. Rectangular area
at top is where particles are generated at random (640 x 150 pixels).. T_avel distance
represents the water film surro'madingmoist aggregate particles, and the bottom line
represents the aggregate surface. Monitor screen is 640 pixels wide and 350 pixels high.
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directed random movement is that agglomeration of particles during ballistic movement

cannot take place even if particles are given a discrete sucking probability. Another way to

form agglomerates is to randomly select a pair of neighboring particles or clusters and define

them as a new duster (29). Once again we chose the directed random movement method

because it seemed more realistic; clustering seems more appropriate for modeling nucleation

and growth. It is worth noting that if no random movement is involved, simultaneous

packing and sequential packing should not produce any significant differences. Our

microcomputer contains only one CPU, therefore real simultaneous movement of particles is

impossible. Real simultaneous movement of particles can be approached only by reducing

the sequential movement of each particle to an infinitely small step.

The magnitude of particle movement is randomly selected according to a user-defined

parameter called amplitude of motion. The srnuller the amplitude, the more nearly

simultaneously the particles move. We are correlating amplitude of motion with the energy

imparted to the system by mixing. We are assuming that particles will move further

relative to each other and the interfaces if mixing is vigorous. When two particles or

clusters of particles strike one another, the computer will determine if they will stick

together, according to a user-defined parameter called sticking probability. A single or two

different probabilities may be used for head-on and side by side collisions. In the present

paper, a single value was used. Sticking probability is clearly related to the degree of

flocculation which occurs in a given cement paste. We are assuming that a surface active

agent such as a superplasticizer reduces interparticle attractions and thus reduces the

degree of flocculation the cement particles experience. For purposes of the report, the

action of such agents was emulated by the varying sticking probability from 1%

(superplasticized) to 10% (non-superplasticized). When a particle cluster reaches the

interface, it will become permanently attached and be referred to as an 'interface particle/

cluster.' In addition, any particle/cluster will become an 'interface particle/cluster' if it

hits and sticks to an existing 'interface particle/cluster.'

The output of the program consists of a visual display of packed particles :__nda graph

of interpartlcle porosity as a function of distance from the aggregate surface. The user can

select boundaries within which the computer will calculate the porosity profile. By doing

so, the user can avoid simulation boundary effects.

SIMDLATION RESULTS

Table 1 represents the starting parameters used to generate the particle packings

given in Figures 2 to 19. To generate figures for the report, the diameter of the particle was

14



Table I. Parametem used to generate particle packing-c;.

Distm_ce between

Initial a_regate surface

Figure _ packing Sticking and initial -
number n, lmber density probability Amplitude _n,_ctangul_u" area

2, 3, 4 1 0.4 0.1 10 203
5 2 0.4 0. I I0 ,_3
6 3 0.4 O. I 1 203
7 4 0.4 0. I I $3
8 5 0.4 0.01 I0 203
9 6 0.4 0.01 10 50

10 7 0.4 0.01 1 203
11 8 0.4 0.01 1 50
12 9 0.2 0.1 10 200
13 I0 0.2 0.1 I0 _9
14 11 0.2 0.1 1 209
15 12 0.2 0.1 1 5_9
16 13 0.2 0.01 10 209
17 14 0.2 0.01 i0 _9
18 15 0.2 0.01 1 209
19 16 0.2 0.01 1 50

15
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Figure 2. Initial stage of simulation. Particles have been generated and are just beginning to move
towards the aggregate surface.

Figure 3. Intermediate stage of simulation. Some particles have settled on the aggregate surface
while others are still agglomerating and moving towards it.
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Run# 1.

Figure 4. Final stage of simulation. All particles are fixed on the aggregate surface. Open spaces
represent initial porosity, for the most part filled with water. Simulation conditions: 0.4
packing density, 0.1 sticking probability, 10 pixelsamplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

Run # 2.

o

Figure 5. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 10 pixelsamplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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Figure6. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

_.arl # 4.

Figure 7. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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Rur_ _ 5.

Figure 8. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 10 pixelsamplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

Run # B.

Figure 9. F'malstage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 10 pixel_amplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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R_#7.

Figure 10. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

Figure 11. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.4 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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Figure 12. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 10 pixel_amplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

Run # 10.

Figure 13. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 10 pixebampli_de and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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Ru_ # 11.

Figure 14. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

R_"_ # 12.

Figure 15. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: O_ packing density, 0.1 sticking
probability, 10 pixelsamplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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Figure 16. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.01 stic]_ing
probability, 10 pixebamplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

Figure 17. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 10 pixelsamplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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Figure 18. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 200 pixels to aggregate.

Ru_ # 10.

Figure 19. Final stage of simulation. Simulation conditions: 0.2 packing density, 0.01 sticking
probability, 1 pixel amplitude and 50 pixels to aggregate.
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fixed at 12 pixels and the original number of particles limited to a rectangular area 640 x 150

pixels in size. A 12 pixel particle was used to aid in graphical representation. It is obvious

that using .¢_nuller sized particles and a larger rectangle will lead to better statistics.

Figures 2 to 4 represent different steps in the simulation process. Figure 2 shows the

bottom llne as a fiat aggregate surface (or part of a surface) and the particles generated at

random in the rectangular area (no Io1_er shown) at a very early stage of"the simulLation. In

this instance, the rectangular area had a height of 150 pixels. The initial packing density (%

solids in the rectangular area) was 0.4. The distance between the bottom line and the

rectangular area is 200 pixels. Figure 3 shows the intermediate stage during packing. In this

instance, the sticking probability is 0.1. Some agglomeration is evident. Figure 4 shows the

final packing. Because of the agglomeration of particles, pore structures in both bulk phase

and interfacial zone are, as expected, ihighly porous.

Comparing Figures 4 and 8, Figures 5 and 9, Figures 6 and 10, Figures 7 and 1i, Figures

12 and 16, Figures 13 and 17, Figures 14 and 18, and Figures 15 and 19 shows that a change in

sticking probability from 0.1 to 0.01 _rill definitely affect the pore structure in both the bulk

and the interfacial zone. For these runs, the sticking probability of head-on or side-by-side

collisions were the same. As one might expect, ffparticles do not agglomerate, resulting

packing wiU be more efficient. A plot of porosity as a function of distance from the interface

(measured in pixels) for Figure 5 (0.4, 0.1, 10, 50) and Figure 9 (0.4, 0.01, 10, 50) is given in

Figure 20. The plot is representative of the group as a whole. Simulations with lower sticking

probability always result in lower porosity and better packing in the interfacial zone. Very

low sticking probabilities may simulate the effects of a water-reducer or any cement

dispersant which reduces the degree of flocculation of the cement paste particles.

Comparing Figures 4 and 5, Figures 6 and 7, Figures 8 and 9, Figures 10 and 1I, Figures

12 and 13, Figures 14 and 15, Figures _t6and 17, and Figures 18 and 19, it can be seen that the

distance between the aggregate surface and the rectangular area does not affect the final

particle packing to any great extent. ?[_e plots given in Figure 21 for distJ_butions given in

Figure 6 (0.4, 0.1, I, 200) and Figure 7 (0.4, 0.1, 1, 50) are once again fairly typical of the group

as a whole. There is a suggestion that a smaller water film results in a less porous interface.

In llght of this, it would appear that the major action of a superplasticizer is the reduction of

interparticle attractions, rather than the reduction of water film thickness.

Comparing Figures 4 and 6, Fig_u_s 5 and 7, Figures 8 and 10, Figures 9 and 1i, Figures

12 and 14, Figures 13 and 15, Figures 16 and 18, and Figures 17 and 19, one can see the effect

of the amplitude on the particle pacl_Ig. Amplitude of movement can be considered as a

factor of the simulation which affects the degree of simultaneous movement of the,. particles

(i.e. energy of rb_ixing). A smaller amlplitude leads to a smaller incremental step wlhich
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Figure 20. Effect of sticking probability (1, 10) on porosity profiles. Run #6 = 1%. Run #2 = 10%.
Other variables were fixed (0.4, 10, 50).
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Figure 21. Effect of distance to aggregate surface (50, 200) on porosity profiles. Run #4 = 50. Run #3 =
200. Other variables were fixed (0.4, 0.1, 1).
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simulates near-simultaneous movern_mt of particles. The effect of amplitude of motion is

not an entirely independent variable. It was found that sucking probability influenced the

outcome of the simulations. In those,, runs made with a 1096 sucking probability (s.ee Figure

22A) the _mulations having a small amplitude of motion (I pixel) exhibited better packing

than their 10 pixel counterpart. In tile present case, the porosity profiles of the tn.dividual

simulations are very "noisy" and comparisons are hard to make. Thus, each simulation

was run an additional four times and the average of five simulations wer_ plotted against

each other. This reduced the noise, eliminated overlap beyond the first particle, m_d

conih-med the observation that run #3 is definitely less porous than run # 1. Conversely, ff

the sticking probability was reduced to 1%, then the greater amplitude of motion

simulation (10 pixels) exhibited better packing than its counterpart (see Figure 22FI). This

is an interesting and unexpected result. A priori, it was assumed that more vigorous

movement (mixing) would lead to better packing at the interface. These results suggest that

the agglomeration of particles during mixing is an important phenomenon which can have

a significant impact on both interface and bulk porosity. By varying the sticking

probability along with the amplitude movement of the particles one can control the degree

of porosity in the packed particles.

Firmlh/, comparing Figures 4 and 12, Figures 5 and 13, Figures 6 and 14, Figures 7 and

15, Figures 8 and 16, Figures 9 and 17,. Figures 10 and 18, and Figures 11 and 19 one can see

that the Inltlal packing density has little or no effect on the final packing. This is quite

obviously the case when porosity profll.es of particle accumulations in Figure 4 (0.4, 0.1, 10,

200) and Figure 12 (0.2, 0.i, i0, 200) av_ compared (see Figure 23).

DISCUSSIONS AND IIIIIPLICATION$

Many investigators have shown that porosity decreases as one moves away from the

surface of aggregates (301. Therefore, at least In a qualitative sense, our simulatior_s

confirm these observations. Poroslt_r is seen to drop from nearly 100% directly at the

interface to anywhere from 20 to 60% as one moves multiples of the particle diameter (12

pixels) from the interface. Not surprisingly, the sticking probability was found to have the

single most significant effect in determining both interface and bulk porosity. Distance to

the interface (thickness of water film around aggregate) was shown to have a lesser effect.

while original particle density (w/c) had little or no effect.
4

What was surprising was the discovery that the amplitude of motion, which we are

equating with energy of mixing, was not an independent variable. The outcome of

simulations in which amplitude of mi_tng was varied from 1 to 10 pixels were dependent

upon sticking probability. The results presented earlier seem to imply that in a highly
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Figure 22A. Effect of amplitude of motion (1, 10) and 10% sticking probability on porosity profiles.
Run #3 = 1. Run #1 = 10. Other variables were fixed (0.4, 200).
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Figure 22B. Effect of amplitude of motion (1, 10) and 1% sticking probability on porosity profiles. Run
#7 = 1. Run #5 = 10. Other variables were fixed (0.4, 200).
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Figure 23. Effect of original particle densit 7 (0.4, 0.2) on porosity profiles. Run #9 = 0.2. Run #1 = 0.4.
Other variables were fixed (0A, 10, 200).
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flocculated system, gentle mixing (small amplitude of motion) would lead to a significant

porosity reduction, whereas in a non-flocculated system, a more vigorous mixing would

achieve sil_llar results. If this is correct, this suggests that a non-superplasticized concrete

is best mixed gently, thereby reducing interface porosity and improving mechanical

performance. At the other extreme, a superplasticized concrete should apparently be mixed

as vigorously as possible to reduce interface porosity. Experiments are underway to verify

these predictions.

A final observation concerns the periodicity of the porosity profiles. For example, see

Figure 20. The variation in porosity is due to the formation of rudimentary layers of

particles. Therefore, porosities are at a minimum at approximately 1/2 the particle

diameter and reach a maximum at 12 pixels. If packing is less efficient, the periodicity is

not as regular, and peaks and valleys are less intense. Nevertheless, this phenomena may

explain why cracks sometimes propagate a small distance away from the exact interface

between paste and aggregate. Although the voids are soon filled with hydration products,

the presence of such periodicity in 2- or 3-dimensions suggests that, next to the interface

itself, these planes of hlgh porosity could act as zones of weakness between the paste and

aggregate.

Computer modeling has allowed us to carry out packing experiments under carefully

controlled conditions, conditions which are Impossible to examine experimentally. By

using the described model, we were able to study the effect of four variables on the porosity

distribution which developed across interfacial zones. In all cases, the experimentally

documented decrease in porosity with distance from the surface of the aggregate was

confu-med using this approach. Although the relevance of the results may be questionable,

they do in fact point the way to new areas of research. For example, simulation results

suggest that a reduction in the degree of flocculation and an increase in the energy of

mixing seem to offer the best combination of variables leading to the lowest overall

porosity profiles across the interfacial zone. In addition, two high porosity planes have

been identified, the interface itself and a series of planes which are approximately one

particle diameter apart. Results are encouraging and suggesting that further investigation,

using both experimental research and computer simulation may yield even deeper insight

into the nature of the interfacial pore structures which develop during mixing.
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H. MICRO6TR/JC_FURE OF CONCRETE INTERFACES

Initial work on interfaces focused on using the SEM to evaluate the nature of

interfaces in actual SHRP concrete. SHRP concrete samples $89-1 to $89-7 were

formulated with various cement cont_._its and sand/aggregate ratios (see Figure 24) After -"

curing for various lengths of time, the' samples were cut with a diamond s_w told solvent

exchanged with ethyl alcohol. The sm_ples were then coated with gold and the as-cut paste-

aggregate interfaces examined using a variety of analytical techniques.

Interfaces between limestone a_gregate and the paste were generally tight and in some

instances difflcult to observe in secondary electron imaging (SEI). For example, see Figure

25 (top) for a SEI photomicrograph of _¢_B9-1and Figure 26 for a photomicrograph of $89-7.

Si x-ray maps given as accompanyir_g lower photos show the locations of interfaces. The

paste contains Si as calcium silicates ['.anhydrous and hydrated) and silica sand, whereas

the limestone does not. Occasional Si spots in the limestone are associated with noise and

impurities in the 11mestone.

Because of the dlfficulty in locating interfaces with the SEM, a second approaq:h was

initiated. In this instance, srna]1 recta_.gular blocks were cut from either quartzite or

limestone and mixed with mortar screened from actual SHRP concretes. Efforts in this

area are described in the next section..

Thin section data on concretes have been presented in an accompanying

supplemental report (SHRP Supplemental Report No. 3). The thin section method was very

good for locating and examining actual concrete interfaces. However, the data were often

mixed, i.e., in some instances interfaces were tight while in other instances they were

cracked. In all cases, it was dJmcult to understand the underlying reasons for the observed

behavior and whether or not the cmck_ were artifacts of sample preparation.
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Figure 24. Figure showing relative formulations of studied concretes. The composition
and w/c ratios of these concretes are described in an accompanying

supplemental report (Supplemental Report No. 3).
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Figure 25. SEM images of $89-I concrete. Upper photo is a secondary electron image (SEI)
of paste/mortar (right) in contact with limestone (left). The Si x-ray map
(bottom photo) confirms the location of the interface. Si is present in the
cement paste on the right, but not in the limestone aggregate on the left.
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Figure 26. SEM images of $89-7 concrete. Upper photo is a secondary electron image (SEI)
of paste/mortar Cleft) in contact with limestone (right). The Si x-ray map
(bottom photo) confirms the location of the interface. Si is present in the
cement paste on the left, but not in the limestone aggregate on the right.
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Ill. MICROSTRUCTURI$;OF ENGINEERED INTERFACE

Engineered interface sarnp,les were produced for SHRP $89-3 to $89-. 13 samples. At

first, the screened mortar was placed against the rock slab whereas in later sampl,_s the

rock slab was actually mixed with the._ concrete, removed from the mixer ,_th traces of

mortar on its surface, and molded with screened mortar. Four-inch ID _mples were cured

in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution, and, at appropriate times cored, cut and e_amuined _rith the

SEM.

Interfaces of limestone-paste samples were generally stronger than their quartzite

counterparts. The former were easily cut and prepared (dried), while the quartzite pair

tended to separate on drying. $89-3 and $89-5 in contact with limestone slabs have been

presented in earlier quarterly reports (for example, Third Quarterly Report--Year 2, October

17, 1989). Figure 27 represents an ez_lneered interfacebetween a quartzite slab and $89-7

screened mortar. This is one of the few quartzite samples which we were able to examine.

For additional details, see Quarterly Report mentioned above.

In addition to the SEM, thin sections of some of the engineered samples were also

examined with the optical microscope. Engineered interface samples for $89-11, 12 and 13

containing Class F fly ash, Class C fly ash, and silica fume cast against both limestone and

quartzite slabs. Additional data are a,lso presented in a supplementary report on Concrete

Microscopy (SHRP Supplemental Report No. 3). The examples given below are of regular

thin sections observed in plain and polarized light.

Figure 28 is a view of $89-I 1 ev4_ineered interface sample, showing the paste some

distance away from the interface. The upper photo is representative of a limestone sample,

the lower photo representative of a quartzite sample. What is striking in these photos and

in Figure 29, which is presented next ($89-12 engineered interface sample), is the

ubiquitous presence of highly birefringent overgrowths around both limestone and

quartzite aggregate particles. These a_'e probably related to higher interracial porosity and

subsequent precipitation of Ca(OH)2/CaCO3. Figure 29 represents a sample of $89-12

screened mortar cast against limestone: (upper photo) and quartzite (lower photo) blocks.

Once again a great deal of birefringent material is associated with the interfaces. Both of

these samples (Figs. 28 and 29) contain fly ash (Class F and C, respectively). However, if we

substitute silica fume ($89-13) the rest£[ts are very different (see Figure 30). In this case, the

birefringence associated with interfaces no longer exists. Interface porosity is of the. same

order as the paste. In this instance, the pozzolanic reaction may have filled interfacial

porosity with calcium silicate hydrate rather than Ca(OH)2. Packing of fine particles (<0.01

0m) between larger cement and fly ash l._articles in open pores near the interface seems also

to be playing a role here. In addition, urdlke $89-11 and 12. $89-13 was formulated with a
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Figure 27. SEM images of $89-7 in contact with quartzite. Top view is a SEI image of the
paste/mortar (right) in contact with quartzite (left). Bottom view is a Ca x-ray

- map. The quartz (no Ca) is on the lei_ and the paste/mortar (Ca-rich) is on the
right. A small limestone aggregate is seen at the upper right-hand comer of the
paste/mortar.
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Figure 28. Thin sections of $89-11 cast against a limestone slab (top) and a quartzite slab
(bottom).
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Figure 29. Thin sections of $89-12 engineered interface samples cast against a limestone
slab (top) and a quartzite slab (bottom).
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Figure 30. Thin sections of SHRP 13 engineered interface samples cast against a slab. Top
view is in ordinary light. Bottom view is in polarized light. Birefringence
associated with interface.¢_ in previous figures is no longer evident.
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superplasticizer. If our previously presented computer model is correct, by reducing

agglomeration one should get better packing at interfaces which, at least in this instance,

seems to be the case.

More often than not, engineered interfaces tended to exhibit cracks at the interface.

In order to explore the possibility that these were artifacts of drying, thin slices of $89-3

engineered interface samples were allowed to dry in air. Figure 31 represents the

development of such cracking at the interface over a day of drying. View (a) represents the

wet sample, view (b) 30 minutes of drying, view (c) 60 minutes of drying and view (d) about 24

hours of drying. It is easy to track the development of a white band in the paste directly at

the interface. At 24 hours, a distinct crack has appeared at the interface. Apparently

samples are very sensitive to drying shrinkage. Realizing that purely optical or SEM

methods could not resolve interfacial issues, we initiated a different set of experiments on

mortars and pastes. The results of these experiments are given in the following section.
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IV. _CROSTRUCTURE OF PASTE/SAlaD INTERFACI_ IN MORTARS

Up to this point, it has been observed that concrete samples were difficult to study

with the SEM, but satisfactory in thin sections. Thin section data suggested interfacial

porosity could be eliminated through the use of silica fume and a superplasticizer.

Engineered samples tended to have cracks along interface surfaces, perhaps due to drying

or cutting stresses. In all cases, the data were highly subjective, cracks occurred along some

interfaces and not along others. In order to deal with this uncertainty, a new set of

experiments were designed and implemented. By careful design, we were able to apply

additional tests and thus supplement optical or SEM examination.

It was proposed that, given a specific paste formulation (OPC or blended portland

cement), a 50 volume % paste, 50 volume % sand sample containing the same paste, should

•exhibit 1/2 the porosity and 1/2 the permeability of the paste sample. This hypothesis was

based on the assumption that Interfaces were sharp and contributed no additional porosity

or permeability. In reality, we knew this was not the case and expected some positive

deviation from the predicted 1/2 value, but we did not know how much or how great the

interfacial effect would be. These measurements were to be verified using both optical and

SEM examination of the proposed mortar/paste samples.

The mortars were formulated using densities of the starting materials. See Tables 2

and 3 for densities and formulations, respectively. Samples of both paste and equivalent

mortar were mixed according to ASTM C305 mixing procedures. After mixing, samples

were placed in large cylindrical molds prepared from three-inch ID PVC water pipe. The

samples were puddled 25 times and vibrated on a vibrating table for one minute. The molds

were sealed at the top and bottom with greased glass plates held in place with rubber bands.

After curing for one day at room temperature the ends of the cylInde_ were uncovered

and the cylinders immersed in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution. At a given time, one cm

diameter cylinders were cored from the larger samples. After trimming their ends, the
1

cores were about 1_ inches long. These were then cut in haif with a diamond saw both along

the axis of the cylinder and through its middle to produce four half-cylinder samples.

Additional 1" core samples (permeability) were also cut at the same time. All samples were

freeze dried and used in subsequent Hg-porosimetry, SEM and permeability measurements.

In this Instance, polished freeze-dried samples were examined in the SEM and under

reflected light.

. In order to verify the volume % of sand and paste in the mortars, SEM photographs

taken at ~20× were subjected to image analysis. For SHRP 1-1, 14-day-old mortar, the

average sand area was determined to be 43+2 volume %, while the average sand area for

SHRP 1-2, 15-day-old mortar, was 50.2_-+6volume %. Therefore, the 50:50 mixture design
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Table 2. Densits, and source of starting materials.

density (g/cc] supplier

Type I cement 3.3 Bath, PA (Keystone Cement)

Class F fly ash (B92] 2.35 Montoursvflle, PA
(Pa. Power and Light)

Class C fly ash (G07) 2.67 Rock-port, IN
(IN & MI Electric Co.)

Silica fume (G 15) 2.175 Pittsburgh, PA (Elkem)

ASTM C190 sand (C778, 20-30 grade) 2.65 Ottawa, IL (Ottawa Silica Co.)
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was felt to be reasonably close to actual values. SHRP 3, 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 were assumed to be

50:50.

In addition, a calculation was made of the interfacial porosity one might expect as a

result of a 50 wn wide interface in a 57 paste:43 sand volume % OPC mortar sampl_ (SHRP

1-1). The observed porosity data for the paste and mortar (Fig. 46 given later) was used to

solve for the unknown interfacial porosity. -_

ASTM C190 Ottawa sand was graded to approximately 1 mm in diameter (0.5 mm

radius}. The paste interfacial zone around each grain is 0.05 mm thick. Using these

numbers, the volume of the paste wblch is allocated to the interfacial zone can be

calculated in the foUowing manner.

4
/_[{0"55)3 - 0"53] mm 3 interfacial zone

= 0.331 mm 3 sand (I)4
5 = [0"5)3

Recall that the calculated volume % ,'_md in SHRP i- 1 was 43% (by image analysis}.

Assuming a 100 mm 3 totalvolume of' a mortar sample, one obtains:

mm 3 of interfacial zone
43 rnm3 sand x 0.33 ]: turn 3 of sand (2)

= 14.2 mm 3 of paste ('_mbe attributed to interfacial zone in a 100 cc

57 paste:43 sand vo]lume % mortar.

Using values for 3-day cured specimerks [25.5 paste, 14.7 mortar)

(57.0- 14.2) 25.5% + 14.2 (x%)
= 14.7% (3)100

one arrives at a value of 26.7% for the interfacial porosity at 3 days. Equivalent values at 7,

14, 28, 56 and 90 days are: 24.6, 26.9., 24.2, 12.9 and 17.8, respectively. These values are

reasonable in light of our previous cc.perience (slightly higher than Figure 46 paste values)

and values reported in the literature.

S_-M

Results of previous SEM examtn.ation suggested that concrete mortar and paste

samples were sensitive to drying shrlIikage. Cracking was more pronounced in samples
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that were freeze dried versus those that were solvent exchanged with ethyl alcohol.

Photographs which follow are typical mortar-paste results for SHRP 1/ 1-1, 2/1-2 and 3/1-3

paste-mortar ._Q,_mples.When cracking was present it was random in the pastes, but tended

to occur along quartz sand-paste contacts in the mortars.

Figures 32-34 can be used to compare the appearance of freeze-dried SHRP 1-1 paste

and equivalent 57:43 volume % mortar samples as a function of time (14, 28 and 56 days of

curing). Figures 32 and 34 were made from polished samples whereas Figure 33 is for an

"as-cut" sample. The polished samples are far easier to ex_mlne, boundaries are sharp and

sand grains are relatively fiat. Anhydrous starting materials, seen as bright spots in the

paste, are easily identifiable. In the polished sample, boundaries are diffuse and the

surface of the sand grain has been noticeably roughened by the sawing procedure.

Porosity and cracking seem to be more random in the paste samples, but associated

with the interfacial zone in the mortar samples. Figure 35 is a close-up of two interfaces in

a SHRP 1-1 sample (quartz sand plus paste). Both are cracked at the interface. In the top

photo it appears as if some of the sand has broken away and that fracture occurred in the

upper layer of the sand grain itself. In the lower photo it appears as if the crack occurs

directly at the interface. Interfacial porosity in the upper photo {-50 tun) does not appear

different from the bulk paste further out. Except for the actual crack, the grey levels

present, which reflect electron densities of the sample,* are relatively constant. However,

in the lower photo, there are distinct grey patches associated with the first 50 tun of paste.

In this instance it is assumed that porosity existed at the interface which is now being filled

with hydration products.

Figures 36 and 37 represent equivalent paste mortar samples of SHRP 1-2 and SHRP 2

at 15 and 56 days, respectively. The samples were freeze dried, polished with diamond

paste, and coated with gold prior to examination. Once again porosity observed in the paste

is nearly random, but in one instance perhaps related to some linearity caused by puddling

or vibration during casting of the paste (Figure 36, top). In the mortar, porosity is

associated more with interracial areas. During mixing, existing bubbles may be attracted

to and attach to the sand surface.

Close-ups of interfaces in the 15-day-old SHRP 1-2 sample are given in Figure 38.

Once again, the BSE photographs suggest that the interfacial zone has higher porosity than

the surrounding paste.

*The brightness of BSE images axe related directly to the atomic number of the atom which is
backscattering the impinging electron. Therefore, relatively low atomic number elements such as
carbon or a pore would appear black, silica sand would appear dark grey, silicate hydrates a lighter
grey, Ca(OH)2 relatively bright and anhydrous calcium silicates and aluminates, nearly white.
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Figure 32. SEM BSE photographs of 14-day-old freeze-dried SHRP I-I paste (top) and
mortar (bottom). Porosity seen as black spots is random in the paste (upper
photo), but associated with interfaces in the mortar (lower photo). Surfaces have
been polished with 1 Inn cUamond paste.
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Figure 33. SEM BSE photographs of 28-day-old freeze-dried SHRP I- 1 paste (top) and
mortar (bottom). The paste (upper photo) is dominated by randomly oriented
drying shrinkage cracks. In the mortar (lower photo), cracks are associated
with interfaces. Surface is as cut.
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Figure 34. SEM BSE photographs of SHRP 1 paste (top) and mortar (bottom) at 56 days.
Freeze dried and polished. Slightly higher magnifications than preceding
photos. Paste and interfacial region are relatively free of cracks. Porosity is
associated with interfacial region.
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Figure 35. Close-ups of 14-day cured SHRP I-i mortar interfaces. Sand grain is on the left;
paste on the right. Some of the cracks are due to drying shrinkage or plucking
during polishing. The presence of cracks at the interface suggest that this is the
weakest bond in the mortar.
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Figure 36. SEM BSE photographs of SHRP 1-2 15-day-old paste (top) and mortar (bottom)
samples. Cracking is somewhat oriented in the paste and associated with sand-
paste interfaces in the mortar. The small round particles (solid and hollow) are
fly ash particles. The bright particles are anhydrous clinker phases, told the
intermediate gray areas represent hydration products.
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Figure 37. SEM BSE photographs of SHRP 2 paste (top) and mortar (bottom) cured for 56e

days. Interfaces (lower photo) tend to show cracks while the paste is relatively
free of cracks. The large round grain in the upper photo is a Class F fly ash
sphere.
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Figure 38. Close-ups of 15-day-old quartz sand-paste interfaces. Cracking appears to be
associated with interracial regions. The round grains in the paste are Class F fly
ash spheres.
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The final set of four figures in this section (Figures 39-42) are meant to compare paste

and mortar samples of SHRP 3 at 28 and 56 days. The SEM examination of pollshed

sections of paste and mortar (in this case, by secondary electron images) suggests that once

again additional porosity, is associated with the interfacial zone. The polished sections

were obtained by first cutting a cored cylinder in half with a diamond saw and then

polishing it successively with a 600 grit silicon carbide paper, and 6 and 1 _rn diamond

pastes.

Figures 39 and 40 are useful to compare the microstructures of SHRP 3 paste and

mortar at 28 days of hydration. The paste (Figure 39) appears to contain many more

unhydrated clinker grains (larger particles seen in Views B and C) than the equivalent

mortar (Figure 40). The mortars seem to contain noncontinuous and Ioca|i_ed areas of

porosity, predominantly along sand-paste interfaces. In both instances, differences in

hardness of the particles and hydrated paste has caused a fair amount of relief to form

during polishing. This could in part explain some of the interfacial voids---their lower

strength due to higher porosity, could cause them to erode at a faster rate than the bulk

paste.

SEM images of 56-day samples of paste and mortar are pictured in Figure 41 and 42,

respectively. Once again, the pastes (Figure 41) contain a large number of anhydrous

particles; but, in this case, they are surrounded by obvious hydration rims (bright particles

with gray rims). Cracking (both photos) seems to be random. In addition, the paste appears

to be both denser and more homogeneous than its mortar counterpart. The mortars (Figure

42) tend to exhibit cracks at the sand-paste interfaces, but little additional associated

interfacial porosity when compared to bulk paste samples further from the interface (see

Figure 42) ......

We assume that the association of porosity with interfaces is a real phenomena as was

demonstrated by our earlier reported thin section work (Figures 28 and 29), and as such, the

Interfacial zone is weaker and thus more susceptible to observed tendency of the interface

to crack and suffer losses due to erosion during polishing. The lack of cracking and relief

in Figure 43 (as cut, not polished, solvent exchanged) seems to confirm this observation.

POL_HED _ON$--I__ LIGHT

An attempt was made to impregnate our paste and mortar samples with a fluorescent

" dye. However, due to unforeseen circumstances, the commercial vendor we had contracted

with (not GMIC) was unable to fully accomplish this task. However, for sake of discussion,

one of the two successfully impregnated mortar samples is given as an example (see Figure

44).
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Figure 39. SEM micrographs of
28-day SHRP3 paste. The
paste pictured in View A is
similar in appearance to
that of the paste seen in
Figure 33A. Fly ash
spheres and unhydrated
cement grains (m_gular,
roughly rectangular
material) are evident.
Views B and C are enlarged
views of the paste. When
comparing these with the
mortar (Figure 33, Views B-
D), it appears that the paste
contains a far greater
percentage of unhydrated
clinker grains (a1_ular,
roughly rectangular
material1. This may be an
artifact of polishing, since
the harder material resists

polishing. The s_md in
Figure 33 resists polishing,
and the matrix is less

polished, while in this
figure the clinker grains
take a high polish whereas
the softer material

(hydrated paste matrix) is
not as smooth.
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Figure 41. SEM micrographs of 56-day SHRP 3 paste. Views A and B are of paste at 571-
574×. The paste appears similar to that pictured for the mortar-samples
(Figures 35A and B). Hydration rims are evident around clinker grains (View B,
lower right-hand comer) as well as fly ash spheres. Other than occasional
random cracks, the paste looks fairly homogeneous throughout.
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Figure 42. SEM micrographs of
56-day SHRP3 mortar.
View A is an overview at

78x showing what appear
as cracks along many of
the paste-sand interfaces,
and emanating into the
paste. The paste contains
unhydrated cement grains
and an occasional fly ash
sphere, appearing similar
to the 28-day sample given
in Figure 34A. Enlarged
views of interfaces and

paste are given in Views B
and C. View B is a view of
the upper left-hand side of
the central grain. View C is
an enlargement of the
lower right-hand side of
the comer grain in the
upper left-hand side of the
photograph. Each has a
crack associated with the
interface, but little in the
way of associated paste
porosity in the interfacial
zone (first 50 _-n of paste).
The paste looks rather
homogeneous.
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Figure 43. SEM SEI photograph of an as-cut, unpolished 3-day-old mortar sample (top
photo). The sample was solvent exchanged in ethyl alcohol. The Ca x-_my map
(bottom) shows the location of the interface (the quartz sand is on the right). The
paste is on the left and shows stirations due to the saw blade. The interface is
relatively tight.
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Figure 44. Photomicrograph (78×) of a freeze-dried SHRP 1-1 mortar sample cured for 7
days in Ca(OH)2 solution. Interfaces appear slightly brighter than the bulk
paste, presumably due to enhanced interfacial porosity.
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A reflected-llght sample differs from a thin section in that the dye Js forced into the

surface to be examined by reflected light metallographic microscopy. If care is not

exercised, most or all of the impregrmted dye can be "polished" away during sample

preparation. This is apparently what happened to the majority of our samples.

The example given in Figure 44 I_ of a 7-day-old freeze-drled SHRP I- 1 mortar sample.

The quartz sand grains appear dark, the hydrated paste yeUow to green, _md the anhydrous

clinker phase as black inclusions in the paste. The samples were examined using a

combination of U.V. light and a yellow filter. The degree of brightness of the fluorescence is

directly related to the porosity. The ,'_and grains are surrounded by slightly '"orighlter" rims,

suggesting enhanced porosity at the interfaces. The rims are on the order of 50 tan wide.

HG PORO61METRY

Mercury porosimetry data were collected for SHRP 3 and the repeat mixtures SHRP

1-1, i-2, 1-3 and 1-4. Porosity measm'_ents were made using a Quantachrome scanning

Hg-porosimeter. Upper intrusion pressures were approximately 55,000 psi. dV/dP plots of

the Hg-intrusion volume versus pressure curves were dlstinctly bimodal, suggesting that

bothfine10-30nm(lOO-3OOA}and coarse200 nm (~2000}_}poresdevelopedduringthe

hydration reaction. However, differen,_es between the paste and mortar samples were

significant.

Plots of total porosity versus tlme for SHRP 3, 1-1, 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 paste and mortars

are given in Figures 45-49, respectively. Differences in formulations and initial porosities

can be found in Table 3 at the begirm_ng of this section. SHRP 1-1 was an ordinary" portland

cement paste, SHRP 1-2 and SHRP 3, _md 1-3 contained Class F and C fly ash, resl_sctively,

and SHRP 1-4 contained silica fume. As was mentioned earlier, it was hypothesized that
1

the 50:50 volume % mortars would h_rve _ the porosity of the equivalent paste value

(assuming the quartz sand to be nonporous). Also plotted in the figures is a dashed curve
1

which represents _ of the paste value. °. If our hypotheses were correct, the mortar l:Jorosity

would be superimposed by this line. More oRen than not, the mortar had higher than

expected porosities; only SHRP 1-3 was seen to superimpose.

All total porosities tended to decrease with tlme as space originally occupied by the

water became filled by developing hydration products. The OPC [SHRP 1-1 (Figure 46)] and

the Class C fly ash contairting mixtures [SHRP 3 (Figure 45) and 1-3 (Figure, 48}], and the

* Earlier in this section we had reported on image analysis of SHRP I-I and 1-2 samples. SHRP I-I
was found to be 57% paste while SHRP 1-2 was 50%. Other samples were not measured but are
assumed to be 50% paste.
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silica fume-contalning mixture [SHRP i-4 (Figure 49)] exhibited the largest _h-ops in total

porosity. The Class F containing fly ash mixture [SHRP 1-2 (Figure 47)] dropped

considerably less. For example, at 56 days, the paste values for SHRP 3, I-1, and 1-3 are

19.8, 15.7 and 16.3. The paste value for SHRP 1-2 is 25.3. The corresponding mol_tar values

are 10.4, 8.6, 8.5 and 15.7. Appare:n,tly the Class C fly ash hydrates very nearly as rapidly as

the OPC itself. However, the Class F fly ash is much less reactive, acting more likq._ a non-

reactive aggregate. Thus the cement: in SHRP 1-2 must hydrate to a greater extent in order

for the hydrates to fill the space o_,_inally occupied by the water.

In all cases except SHRP i-3 (l._igure 48} the mortar porosities are slightly higher than

the predicted fraction of the paste vadues. As a group, the Class F fly ash containing

mixture exhibited the largest deviation, while the OPC, Class C fly ash- and silica-fume

containing mixtures, the smallest cieviation.

Finally, at least in the OPC paste (Figure 46) and the silica fume-containing paste

(Figure 42), the differences between predicted and observed mortar porosities tends to

narrow with time. This suggests that interfacial porosities may close with time, and that

older, longer-cured materials, may be less sensitive to interfacial effects flower strength,

vulnerability to chemical attack).

In addition to the porosity plots, we have also tabulated the average size of the
dV

bimodal _ porosity distributions mad their intensities (arbitrary units) as a function of

time. These values are given in Tables 4-8 which follow.

As can be seen from these tables, the pastes contained predominantly 7-35 nm (70-350

a_)pores; the largest pores occurring _n the relatlvely unreactive SHRP 1-2 Class F fly ash

mixture. On the average, these srnaZler pores tended to decrease both In relative intensity

and absolute size, i.e. they became sax=aller and less prevalent with time. The relative

amounts of the larger 200 nm (2000 ,_dpores tended to decrease with time, but their' sizes

remained constant. The mortars behaved quite differently. They contained

predominantly 200 nm (2000 _,) pores with significantly smaller amounts of the 8.5-45 nm
I

(85-450 _J pores so common in the paste (even less than _ as might be expected). In addition,

there were few clearcut trends in the mortars. Sizes of the pores and their relative

intensities tended to fluctuate with increasing time. The biggest difference between the

mortars and the pastes was the unqu¢._stionable predominance of the 200_-m_a(2000 A) pores

in the mortars. This suggests that e_tra porosity is present (large 200 nm) which cz'rl be

attributable only to the presence of sa,nd-paste interfaces.
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Table 4. SHRP 3 pore size distribution.

Time Paste, A (rel. intensity) Mortar, A (rel. intensity)

7 2000 (i), 180 (14) 2000 (12.5), 250 (5.5)

28 2000 (5), 110 (2) 2000 (<1),85 (5.5)

56 2000 (1.5), 70 (3.5) 2000 (15.5), 125 (I.5)
2000 (2.5), 65 (3.5) 2000 (14), 120 (1.5)

Table 5. SHRP 1-1 pore size distribution.

Time Paste, A (rel. intensity) Mortar, A (rel. intensity)

3 2000 (6.5), 140 (16.5) 2000 (14), 180 (6)
2000 (6.5), 140 (17) 2000 (13), 180 (7)

7 2000 (4), 12.5 (14) 2000 (12), 130 (4.5)
2000 (3), 115 (14.5) 2000 (11.5), 140 (4.5)

14 2000 (4), 75 (7.5) 2000 (I 1.5), 110 (2.5)
2000 (I0), 80 (8) 2000 (20), i 1.5 (2.5)

28 2000 (3.5), 70 (7) 2000 (13), ii0 (1.5)
2000 (2), 70 (7) No duplicate

56 2000 (I), 175 (12.5) 2000 (12.5), 190 (3.5)
No duplicate No duplicate

90 2000 (1.5), 190 (15) 2000 (I0), 220 (5)
No duplicate No duplicate

Table 6. SHRP 1-2 pore size distribution.

Time Paste, A (rel. intensity) Mortar, A (rel. intensity)

3 2000 (3.5), 350 (17.5) 2000 (3), 450 (8)
2000 (8.5), 350 (22.5) 2000 (4.5), 350 (6.5)

8 2000 (1), 115 (7.5) 2000 (4), 125 (4)
2000 (3), 130 (10) 2000 (3), 130 (4.5)

15 2000 (<1), 180 (25) 2000 (6), 190 (10)

56 2000 (1.5), 130 (15.5) 2000 (7), 160 (5.5)

90 2000 (2.5), 950 (6.5) 2000 (13.5), 150 (3)
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Table 7. SHRP 1-3 pore size distribution.

Time Paste, ,/_(rel.. intensity) Mortar, A (rel. intensity)

4 I000 (shoulder), 260 (23.5) 2000 (8), 250 (8)

7 2000 (6), 220 (23) 2000 (9), 240 (5)

14 2000 (3), 200 (16.5) 2000 (17), 220 (3.5)

28 2000 (3.5), 180(11.5) 2000 (11.5), 180 (3)
50(4)

56 2000 (3.5), 120 (7) 2000 (10.5), 140 (2)

90 2000 (2.5), 120 (5.5) and 85 (4.5) 2000 (12.5), 130 (1.5)

Table 8. SI-ERP 1-4 pore size distribution.

Time Paste, 11 (rel. intensity) Mortar, A (rel. intensity)

3 2000 (6), 175 (26.5) 2000 (18.5), 200 (7.5)

7 2000 (6.5), :170 (19.5) 2000 (16), 180 (7)

14 2000 (10), 140 (11.5) 2000 (15.5), 170 (4.5)

28 2000 (9), 130 (5), 90 (4) 2000 (15), 130 (3)

56 2000 (6), 110 (3.5) 2000 (16.5), 105 (1)

90 2000 (II.5), 130 (4) 2000 (I0), 90 (i)
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AIR I_I_M_-J, BII,H_

Air permeability data were coll_._.'ted for freeze-drled samples of SHRP 1-1 paste and

mortar. Our intent was to explore the relationship of the observed higher interfacial

porosity of-0ur mortars to their permeability.

The sample was ~ 1 inch in diameter and 1 inch long. It was contained in a pressurized

rubber sleeve (-350 psi) while dry nitrogen gas was passed through the sample at various

pressures (usually 50-150 psi). By plotting apparent permeability (k) in darcys versus the

reciprocal of the average pressure (at1_l"1) and extrapolating to 0 atm -1 , one can get an

equivalent water permeability value. This procedure is based on K1inkenberg's paper 'The

Permeability of Porous media to Liquid Gases."* Examples of typical plots are given in

Figure 50. Pastes are on the left and mortars are on the right. Seven-day samples are at the

top and 90-day samples are at the bottom. The extrapolated values of k are given tn Table 9.

For ease of discussion, the k values have also been plotted in Figure 51. Although l_hevalues

may be higher than water permeability values obtained on wet samples, they actually

better reflect conditions in dried samples which were used for all of the companion studies

(SEM, microscopy, Hg-porosimetry).

In most instances, the permeabflities of the mortars are greater than the expected

percentage of the paste value. As disc:ussed earlier, this particular mortar had 43% sand

and 57% paste. The 57% paste values are given in the last column of Table 1 and as a

dashed line on Figure 51. The one e_x:eption (the 28-day paste sample kept leaking) is the

56-day mortar sample which is less I_rmeable than expected.

The most significant permeability observation, which seems to parallel similar

findings in the total Hg-porosimetry data (Figure 46), is that the interface seems to

contribute a far greater proportion of permeability pathways and/or porosity to the

younger samples (3-, 7-day) compar_l with the older 56- and 90-day samples. It appears

that at 56 and 90 days the early positive deviations in porosity attributed to interglacial

porosity, which are contributing to permeability (see next section) become less influential

and the mortar samples do in fact apl_roach predicted percentage values of the paste. With

time, interfacial porosity becomes more nearly llke the bulk paste (homogeneous) as the

diffusion-controned system drives towards equilibrium.

* LJ. Klinkenberg, "The Permeability of Porous Media to Liquids and Gases," Drilling and
Production Practice, 200-213 (1941).
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Table 9. Observed and calculated air permeability data (darcys}

of SI-IRP 1-1 paste and mortar samples.

_. Time Paste Mortar (0.57 x paste value)

3 2.9 x 10-5 3.2 x 10-5 1.65 x 10-5

7 2.0 x 10-5 2.4 x 10-5 i. 14 x 10-5

14 3.5 x 10-5 2.8 x 10-5 2.00 x 10-5

28 leaking sample 3.8 x 10-5 --

56 5.1 x 10-5 2.1 x 10_5 2.90 x 10-5

90 2.5 x 10-5 1.55 x 10-5 1.42 x 10-5
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Interfacial porosity, as a function of distance from the interface, is dictated by the

original packing of particles at the interface during mixing of the aggregate and the paste

components. The porosity gradient decreases from a maximum directly at the interface, to

that of the bulk paste over some interval directly related to the diameter of the particles. In

cement this is -50 _n, whereas our model predicts it to be 2-3 particle diameters. If one

assumes a nominal 20 _m cement particle this puts the predicted value in the right

ballpark.

As the original porosity fills with hydration products, the porosity of the sample

decreases. In a mortar or concrete, the concentration of the hydration products are

presumably lower in the interfacial region, because more space must be filled.

Additionally, due to the nature of the hydration reaction which produces excess lime, the

interfacial region may also provide both space and nucleation sites for Ca(OH)2 crystals to

grow.

As a result, this zone may be more sensitive to effects of carbonation and drying. For

example, our studies have shown that sand-paste interfaces are often cracked and eroded

due to polishing. Alr drying of an engineered interface sample resulted in the formation of

a crack at the interface. Additionally, Hg-porosimetry and air permeability results

confirm higher than expected values in early age mortar samples when compared to pure

paste samples.

Air permeability may be directly related to the presence and relative amounts of the

larger 200 nm (2000/_) pores in the paste and mortar samples. Fluctuations in

permeability are more nearly related to the increase or decrease inthe amounts of the 200

nm (2000 _ pores than the smaller 7-40 nm (70-400 _ pores. Unfortunately, due to time

constraints, only an OPC was tested for air permeability, so the above observation is

somewhat tentative.

The silica fume containing sample seemed to provide additional confirmation of the

above observations. The OPC and fly ash substituted pastes and mortars tended to behave

in the same fashion. This may be related to the fact that particle sizes in these samples are

nearly the same. However, in the silica-fume sample, the particles are significantly

different. The sub-micrometer fume particles can fill in pore spaces at the _t'erface as well

as in the bulk paste. Interface microscopy in thin section and 90-day porosimetry showed

silica-fume samples of mortar to be free of interfacial porosity. Our model has shown that

the reduction in sticking probability would lead to improvements in particle packing. The

use of superplasticizer in SHRP 1-4 and the interparticle packing may in fact be responsible

for the observed differences.
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